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Abstract
The tourism industry in peripheral Nordic regions responds to tourists’ expectations relating to
visual landscape appreciation and the romantic experience of remoteness. This article addresses
the lack of synchronisation between the theoretical complexity of the construction of the ‘tourist
gaze’, as proposed by John Urry, and the design practices related to tourism in peripheral areas.
This topic is approached via a theory-based discussion of the Norwegian Tourist Routes project,
a celebrated reference used for general application in peripheral landscapes. In addition, two
examples of place creation—Cold Hawaii in western Denmark and Birding Destination
Varanger in Arctic Norway—are discussed as design practices that are explorative and problemsolving, emerging from local and landscape-specific activities. The article posits that landscape
design practices in tourism projects can embrace a more multifaceted dialogue with the local
landscape and stakeholders, departing from conventional romantic approaches.
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Introduction
Peripheral landscapes in the Nordic countries of Norway and Denmark are, in many cases, seen
as problematic concerning social and economic development.1 In areas with few economic
opportunities, tourism is often viewed as part of a solution to create growth or counter economic
decline.

Tourism has long been used as a strategic lever for development. The Great Exhibition of 1851
in London’s Crystal Palace demonstrated the potential of mass tourism, and, ever since, cities
have exploited the economic potential of infrastructural connections and extraordinary
attractions.
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Today, tourism has become an integral part of many cities’ planning and development
strategies. Barcelona and Bilbao have been forerunners in using event- and flagship-based
strategies, and, for decades, cities around the world have been studying the ‘Barcelona model’
and the ‘Bilbao effect’. Today, even mid-sized cities present advanced, multipronged strategies
with many different attractors to provide diverse and layered experiences for locals and a
variety of tourists.2 Critically, an attraction can be many things. It may be an historical
monument, but it may even be ordinary, everyday life under extraordinary circumstances—dark
and distasteful sides of cities and their histories, spatial disharmonies and decay or extremely
specialised programs or events. More and more cities promote and support heterogeneous
assemblages of attractions, mixing subcultures and urban environments. The urban whole—the
tangled palette of experiences and engagements—becomes essential, and the beautiful thrives in
parallel to, and benefits from, the ugly.

Tourism strategies targeting peripheral landscapes, however, generally operate with a lower
density of experiences.3 Authorities and tourism industries often remain stuck in standard
destination planning and rely on the scenic qualities of their local and regional landscapes.4 To
explore alternatives to this situation, this article considers intersecting theoretical advances
within the tourism discourse and current landscape architecture based on peripheral tourism
development strategies.

First, this article makes two introductory notes on the concept of the ‘tourist gaze’ and on the
idea of touring. Second, it enters a more detailed discussion of one of the most celebrated
reference-landscape-based tourism projects in recent years: the Norwegian Scenic Routes.
Third, the article discusses two alternative projects based on landscape agency to facilitate a
new awareness of architectural- and landscape-driven strategies for place creation in peripheral
Nordic landscapes.
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The evolution of the concept of the tourist gaze
The concept of the tourist gaze and its evolution are central to this article.5 Sociologist John
Urry first published his seminal book, The Tourist Gaze, in 1990, which initiated a long and
complex discourse on tourist consumption and the tourist subject. Urry’s conceptualisation of
the tourist gaze derived from Foucault’s notion of the medical gaze.6 However, it is not a
learned gaze, like the doctor’s, but an institutionalised gaze. It is culturally determined,
conceived and developed with professional assistance from the emerging tourism industry,
photographers, and the growing number of guidebooks, all promoting ‘new ways of seeing’.7

According to Urry ‘different gazes are “authorised” by different discourses’, and ‘different
discourses imply different socialities’.8 Initially, he presented two distinct and fundamental
gazes, the ‘romantic’ and the ‘collective’ gaze. The romantic gaze is characterised by a private,
‘semi-spiritual relationship with the object of the gaze’.9 While this gaze typically searches for
desolate landscapes free from human disturbance, the collective gaze ‘involves conviviality’
and large numbers of people that ‘indicate that this is the place to be’.10

The first edition of The Tourist Gaze prompted comments from tourism theorist Dean
MacCannell, who argued that the tourist gaze failed to recognise a so-called ‘second gaze’,
which is constituted by ‘the viewing subject, not the object of the gaze, that is “caught,
manipulated, captured in the field of vision”’.11 In MacCannell’s reading, Urry’s tourists—the
gazing subjects—were not free. This critique opened a more complex understanding of the
relation between tourists and the tourism industry. The industry has the power to capture and
affect the tourist’s gazes. MacCannell further argued that the so-called ‘post-tourists’ ‘know
better and delight in the inauthentic’, and that a substantial number of tourists search with a kind
of ‘second gaze’ to see what is beyond the surface and find the invisible.12 Importantly,
MacCannell did not reject Urry’s tourist gaze but added layers to the overall idea.
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In later writing, Urry introduced three new, distinctive gazes: the ‘spectatorial’, the
‘environmental’, and the ‘anthropological’.13 Further, in the second edition of The Tourist Gaze
(2002), he added the ‘mobilised’ and the ‘mediatised’ gaze, and The Tourist Gaze 3.0 (2011)
included a chapter on ‘embodied gazing’—highlighting that ‘tourists encounter places through a
variety of senses’.14

According to Urry, the distinctiveness of the tourist gaze was lost in postmodern popular
culture, and several new, mobile and increasingly changeable tourist gazes surfaced as part of
dynamic globalisation processes.15 In the city, the tourism supply side has been forced to
produce ever more complex ‘gaze-interpretations’—spaces that accommodate several,
superimposed gazes and multiple, fluctuating, cultural meanings.16

This urban ‘gaze complexity’ contrasts with contemporary development practices in tourism
landscapes, and this article proceeds by addressing this missing synchronisation of theoretical
complexity and planning practices in peripheral areas.

Touring—routes and circuits as strategic levers
In recent years, architectural place creation strategies for peripheral landscapes, promoting carbased, pedestrian and bike touring, have emerged. Carefully designed routes that guide tourists
to dramatic landscape moments are not new; ‘to be on tour’ and ‘to be touring’ carefully
selected vantage points can be traced back to the earliest forms of tourism. However, there is
now a new generation of elaborate and design-intensive routes. By activating the aesthetics and
the relative remoteness of peripheral landscapes as assets, these projects correspond to what
Urry describes as ‘the tourist gaze [that] is directed to features of landscape and townscape
which separate them off from everyday experience. Such aspects are viewed because they are
taken to be in some sense out of the ordinary.’17 These projects are based on strategic plans and
rely on interventions that, though limited in size, trigger substantial outcomes in visitor numbers
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and a mediated presence for these otherwise unseen landscapes. They ‘create place’ through
architectural or sculptural interventions and rely on designers to detect, interpret and consolidate
landscape characteristics in installations along routes. This place creation is mediated through
images and circulated via tourists’ photos, newspaper travel sections, architectural critiques, etc.
When successful, images depicting the installations as objects in the landscape also inscribe the
gazing subject into the landscape—a crucial part of place creation.

The architectural strategies along touring routes in peripheral regions base the ‘creation’ of
attraction on the experience of movement through landscapes, rather than relying on history,
cultural heritage or local human resources.18 In this mode of tourism facilitation, settlements and
historic architecture are incorporated, for their charm or ruinous character, as elements of the
landscape by including them in a ‘romantic gaze’.

In the following, the article concentrates on one of the most celebrated and most ambitious
recent touring projects.

The Norwegian Scenic Routes project
In the 19th century, landscape painters constructed the ‘Nordic’ landscape by framing and
selecting views that conveyed a particular understanding of, and emotional engagement with,
the landscape—thereby encoding it through a romantic gaze. Simultaneously, tourism and road
building were fundamental to, not only how landscapes were ‘produced’, but also how they
were ‘consumed’ in the first place. Particularly in Norway, scientists, administrators and
wealthy European tourists traversed and described vistas of fjords and valleys.19

Today, strategies for landscape consumption have reemerged in the Norwegian Scenic Route
project, which thematises landscape perception along selected stretches of road in peripheral
regions. Design interventions along the routes operate, following MacCannell, as the semiotic
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demarcations of ‘sights’ that produce the tourists’ relationship with places.20 The car touring
project also conforms with Urry’s ‘romantic’ tourist gaze, as visitors are drawn by the prospect
of encountering the landscape ‘alone’ in their cars.21 Thus, the project integrates the
construction of landscape through the gaze and the creation of place through architectural
interventions in the landscape.

The Norwegian Scenic Route project has been referenced by tourism authorities around the
world, including those in Sweden, Iceland and Denmark (see below).22 Therefore, a discussion
of the landscape architecture of tourist roads and its implications is relevant at this point, where
the project itself has started ‘travelling’.23

The Norwegian Public Roads Administration began the Norwegian Scenic Route project in
1993, and the project is set to complete in 2029. It was inspired by the French Route de Vins
[Wine Route] and the German Romantische Straße [Romantic Road] projects, as well as the US
National Scenic Byways Program.24 It consists of eighteen stretches of road dispersed over the
entire country, particularly in the mountainous and peripheral parts of the country, and it will
have a total length of over two thousand kilometres.

The purpose of the project is to develop the local economies, and it has turned into profit for
local tourism businesses.25 The project has also served to profile Norway abroad. It has received
widespread international media coverage and become part of the government’s national
branding strategy.26

For this reason, most tourists will be aware of the Scenic Routes before arriving in Norway,
which echoes Urry’s notion of the tourist gaze as ‘visually objectified or captured through
photographs, postcards, films, models and so on. These enable the gaze to be endlessly
captured’.27 The gaze is established through mediation before the tourists arrive (Fig. 1).
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As a result of competitions and direct commissions, there are currently 148 completed designs
by Norwegian and international architects, landscape architects and artists along the scenic
routes, and the number is projected to grow to 250 by 2029 (Fig. 2).28 The Scenic Route project
has promoted Norwegian architecture and landscape architecture abroad and stimulated a new
generation of architects and designers.29, 30

Despite this success, the project has also been met with criticism and local resistance. It has
been accused of being a case of top-down planning, with little input from local authorities.31
Because the project has heavily relied on experts, there has been little room for local opinions
on the strategy and aesthetics of specific installations.32 Critics have also complained that the
Norwegian Scenic Routes have, for instance, considered little history or cultural heritage, and,
at the same time, have excluded more contemporary conceptions of landscape.33

Referring to MacCannell’s theories on the construction of attraction, the signs of the Scenic
Routes project (road signs, informational material and design installations) function as
indicators of attraction in the landscape.34 By turning landscape into attraction, Janike
Kampevold Larsen argues that the project and the installations reinstall a Western aesthetic
landscape tradition, encapsulated in the view, which locates the observer outside the observed
landscape.35 Indeed, as Raymond Williams contends, referring to the history of Western
landscape painting, ‘the very idea of landscape implies separation and observation’.36 This
separation implies the creation of a detached vantage point from which to observe the
perspectival space of landscape, just as in many of the Scenic Routes roadside installations.37

According to Kenneth Olwig, the emergence of scenic notions of landscape corresponds closely
with the rise of the modern nation-state.38 Such a perspective provides insight into the Scenic
Routes project, which activates landscape as an emotional signifier of national identity—to
locals and tourists alike.
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Activating landscapes for place creation
The Norwegian Scenic Routes have become a model for a range of spatial interventions in
peripheral landscapes, including projects that do not relate to routes and circuits. For instance,
in 2015, president of the Danish Association of Landscape Architects, Karen Sejr, proposed that
the Norwegian project was relevant to the development of Danish coastal landscapes—arguing
that municipalities should focus ‘on more authentic experiences—the real thing’.39

The experience of the authentic is central to the exchange between Urry and MacCannel.
Contrary to tourism theories that followed MacCannell’s influential The Tourist: A New Theory
of the Leisure Class (1976), Urry did not accept the premise that ‘the organisation of tourism’ is
based on ‘a search for authenticity’.40 In this, he aligned with Jean Baudrillard, who stated that
‘in a “hyper-real” context, dominated by simulation and the mixed use of copies and originals, it
did not make sense to discuss authenticity’.41 However, perceptions of authenticity have
persisted and evolved parallel to discussions of the tourist gaze, as summarised by Lucy
Lippard: ‘On the optimistic side, he [MacCannell] offers the tantalizing possibility that tourism
might contribute to the simultaneous “deconstruction of the attraction” and “reconstruction of
authentic otherness…as having an intelligence that is not our intelligence”’.42 In the multifaceted dispute about authenticity, this links MacCannell to contemporary discussions of
existential authenticity—an activity-based approach that focuses on ‘a state of Being rather than
an essentialist, objective quality’.43 This entails an intensified emphasis on design solutions,
which are not used to stage and invent experiences, but instead support and advance existing or
emerging activities.

In the following, the article discusses two examples of design- and landscape-based place
development in Scandinavian peripheries. Both projects depart from activities that build on
specific landscape affordances and engage groups of people linked with these activities.
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They are examples of an embodied landscape gaze and a particular form of place creation that
also engages local communities. Critically, the reading of landscape represented by these
practices is not primarily visual but, rather, relates to the potential for landscape engagement.
Understood in this way, these projects are examples of what Jillian M. Rickly-Boyd et al. call
‘existential authenticity’—demonstrating that ‘from the materiality of landscape to the
imaginative, landscape is the medium with which tourists interact as they perform place’.44 Both
projects were conceived with local actors and developed organically before receiving support
from larger strategic bodies targeting peripheral landscape development.

Example 1: Cold Hawaii
Klitmøller, on the Danish west coast, is one of the most isolated villages in Denmark. It is still
an active fishing community, but it went into economic decline after all the larger cutters were
relocated in the late 1960s. In the late 1970s, a group of surfers found that the sleepy fishing
community had some of the best surfing waters in Europe. They called it ‘Cold Hawaii’ and
slowly started to settle permanently.

Cold Hawaii is an example of landscape-based place-creation. It is significant because it was
developed by a group of people, who, from the very beginning, transgressed the definition of
local/tourist. The surfers’ exploration of the landscape using surfboards is quite different from
the conventional aesthetic and visual romantic gaze, and community change here derived from a
changed ‘gaze’ on the water; the water was transformed, in the viewers’ eyes, from a fishing
resource to a recreational affordance.

Today the Cold Hawaii initiative is integrated into the development strategies of the local
municipality. After decades of struggles between surfers and fishers over the waves, a
masterplan was developed in 2007 to handle conflicts over limited space and infrastructure.
Cold Hawaii has also been integrated into two strategic development programmes for peripheral
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Danish regions run by the philanthropic Realdania Foundation.45 The first programme ‘Land of
Opportunities’ (Mulighedernes Land), running from 2007 to 2012, was a partnership with the
local municipality and stakeholders, which financed new facilities along the coastline servicing
surfers, fishermen and other beach users (Fig. 3). Inspired by Land of Opportunities, Realdania
initiated another programme called ‘Place Matters’ (Stedet tæller), running from 2011 to 2016,
with the overall ambition of finding innovative ways to develop rural districts and villages in
Denmark.46

Place Matters was inspired by the Norwegian Scenic Route project but had a scope that
extended beyond tourism-based development. It differed from the Norwegian project by having
a clear intention that the interventions should be inscribed in local political planning agendas,
aligned with other projects, and that the locals should be involved.47

Today, Klitmøller is a village with growing resident and visitor numbers. New housing is being
built and tourist revenue is increasing due to the village’s surf schools and other facilities. An
interesting spin-off from the Cold Hawaii project is that the municipality is currently expanding
its strategic planning to the hinterland, through a project called Cold Hawaii Inland.48

Example 2: Biotope
Biotope is an architectural practice established by Tormod Amundsen and Elin Taranger in
Vardø, an island east of mainland Norway. They initially focused on providing shelters for
birdwatchers in the Arctic environment, designing simple but elegant wooden shelters that were
carefully located in the landscape according to intimate local knowledge about bird behaviour
(Fig. 4).49 This approach led to their involvement in a feasibility study on landscape-related,
regional tourism development, Birding Destination Varanger.50 This project, in turn, led to the
involvement of multiple local partners and businesses and has contributed to attracting
international tourists. Biotope has put Vardø and the Varanger region on the map of the
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international birding community, and these interventions have received widespread media
attention. In recent years, the architectural practice has expanded its activities beyond the region
to design bird watching sites in several other countries.

Biotope is one of several arts and architectural practices engaged in place-making in the region,
where communities have been shrinking for years as fishing boats have moved elsewhere.51
Such practices have actively engaged with the agency of landscape and worked towards creating
place awareness among locals by, for instance, engaging in elementary school teaching and by
organising a yearly birding festival.

Biotope is an example of a ‘new indigenous architecture’ in the Arctic that engages
placemaking in ways that contrast the top-down Scenic Routes project.52 At the same time,
several of the birdwatching shelters have been included in the National Scenic Routes project on
the Varanger Peninsula. While their mode of activating local ecological resources cannot easily
be encompassed by a conventional ‘romantic touristic gaze’, they engage with viewing
landscape from privileged positions—although using technology and powerful telephoto
lenses.53 The practice has resulted in a changed landscape ‘gaze’ on the Varanger Peninsula,
which emphasises ecosystems and engenders new and transformed reciprocal action with
tourism development strategies. In this case, this has happened by engaging a group of experttourists (birders), who engage with landscape in particular and alternative ways.

Peripheral place creation
Tourism is intimately tied to places, and facilitating tourism may be seen as placemaking, at the
same time as the touristic practices themselves constitute a continuous (re)production of place.
In this way, conventional architectural conceptions of place, and place attachment in a
phenomenological sense of ‘dwelling’, are challenged by tourism, since the tourist is, by
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definition, from elsewhere.54

However, here it is important to state that the ‘tourist’ is a questionable concept.55 The surfers
and the birders are experts, who escape the local/visitor distinction. The determination of what a
tourist is becomes less important compared to the phenomenon of ‘tourism behaviour’.56

Tourism relates to the powerful narrative of ‘loss of place’ in the contemporary society of
mobility.57 Jørgen Ole Bærenholdt and Brynhild Granås, following Doreen Massey, argue that a
sense of place is enacted in an expanded network of social relations, which seem suitable for
addressing tourism as ‘a large proportion of those relations, experiences and understandings [of
place]…constructed on a far larger scale than what we happen to define for that moment as the
place itself’.58 Place creation is not the sole prerogative of local populations, but, rather, it
occurs in encounters with alternative landscape readings and involve people from elsewhere.
Both the surf-community connected to Cold Hawaii and the birding community linked to the
Biotope projects are examples of globally connected interest groups.

Following John A. Agnew, place is constituted on various levels: in a physical sense, referring
to a ‘sense of place’, but also to any ‘locale’ of social interaction.59 Architects have seen the
physical construction of architecture as place creation in various ways. Christian NorbergSchulz argued from a phenomenological perspective that ‘the task of the architect is to create
meaningful places, whereby he helps man to dwell’.60 Later, architectural design as place
branding entered the toolbox of strategic urban planning, as exemplified by the Bilbao
Guggenheim project. Professor in urbanism, Karl Otto Ellefsen, claims that in the Scenic Routes
project, the architect, as an expert, is ‘guided by ambitions to create place. By this I mean the
project is intended to realise a potential that has always existed, but one that few have seen and
few have utilised.’61 The architectural installations of the Scenic Routes not only facilitate
movement; they also create movement through the unique agency of architecture, which can
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manifest existing place dimensions in the landscape by insisting on ‘quality’. The tourist, and
his or her, gaze is absent from this model, and its insistence on the designer’s expert capacity
for place creation departs from the two alternative practices mentioned above. In these projects,
expertise resides in experts with different local and global connections, and placemaking
involves local, but also international, communities.

Professor in landscape architecture, Ellen Braae, argues that ‘quality’ is not easy to achieve, and
ideally, locating a design in the landscape should make it possible to see the framed and
‘curated’ qualities of the landscape and simultaneously perceive the landscape in its totality—
with oneself and the object within the landscape. In these instances, the architectural object adds
new dimensions to the landscape. Braae also argues that there is an imminent risk in
‘placemaking-by-object-placing’ projects—that the object reduces the experience of the
landscape by domesticating it.62

Additionally, Braae warns that ‘what is fantastic in one context, does not automatically transfer
into another’.63 This question of sameness, or universal aesthetics across place development
projects, has been critically addressed after Place Matters projects were realised. Tourism
researcher Peter Kvistgaard has found that the designs were dominated by similarity and
aesthetics catering to the upper-middle-class, rather than articulating place-specific potentials.64
Responding to this claim, Realdania programme director, Stine Jacobi, explained that all
projects were selected through competitions involving local actors, and that the COR-TEN steel
and concrete aesthetics reflect the climatic conditions of the coastal regions. Jacobi, however,
acknowledges that there is some ‘zeitgeist’ across the designs (Fig. 5).65
Conclusion
Discussions of the tourist gaze have developed over recent decades, opening a multitude of
understandings of the relation between cities, landscapes and tourism. At the same time, the
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concept of the ‘tourist’ has been deconstructed and expanded. Some of these insights are useful
when critically assessing different design approaches to tourism-related development and
placemaking in Nordic peripheral regions.

The Norwegian Tourist Route project has been very successful as part of a national tourism
strategy, attracting tourists and promoting local architecture. Its focus on architectural quality,
defined through top-down procedures, has, nevertheless, produced a designed uniformity and a
‘flat’ understanding of the landscapes and their potential for multiple readings and experiences.
This can be understood through the concept of the romantic tourist gaze.

Alternative approaches, found in Cold Hawaii and Birding Destination Varanger, engage in
more complex relations to the local landscapes, and the landscape users escape traditional
categorisation as tourists or locals. These projects are not defined by singular gazes, but enable
further development of strategies that are more inclusive to a multitude of actors and tourismrelated businesses in peripheral regions. As practices, they open up the possibility of several
shifting and overlapping gazes, and possibly also more place-sensitive ways of engaging local
contexts through tourism.

The article has indicated several intersecting issues of landscapes and tourism that should be
further explored. These include querying the narrative of ‘being at the edge of the world’, found
both at the Danish West Coast as well as in Arctic Norway, and whether such peripheral
communities, and their landscapes, provide different conditions for developing place-based
tourism, a topic which has yet to be identified and articulated within the tourism discourse.

Numbered figures / Plate titles, captions and sources
Figure 1
Caption: A selection of architectural interventions, which are part of the Norwegian Scenic
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Route project. All these interventions facilitate a spectacular view easily communicated in
visual representations.

Figure 2
Caption: Map of Norwegian Scenic Route projects. The eighteen routes were selected to present
a variety of landscapes to tourists, and each route has a distinct profile. The project is
manifested in the form of informational material, maps and road signs, but also of a series of
architectural installations by the roadside, such as scenic viewpoints, lay-bys and rest areas.

Figure 3
Caption: Klitmøller at the Danish Westcoast. The strategic campaign ‘Place Matters’ funded
several small, architectural interventions, including a ramp from the main parking lot, which
provides a view of the surfers engaging the water-landscape.

Figure 4
Caption: The Steilnes bird hide (Vardø, Norway, 2012) is carefully located in relation to view,
microclimate and bird behaviour. Design: Biotope (photo: T. Amundsen).

Figure 5
Caption: Sameness—a selection of projects sharing characteristics and supporting the romantic
gaze. Even though the projects are realised by a broad range of architects/artists, the projects
and their place-specific architecture have a certain detectable uniformity or universal
approach—internally, in the projects in Norway and Denmark, but also between the countries.
Similar themes include platforms hanging over cliffs and water, the material combination of
COR-TEN steel and cast-in-situ concrete, concrete ramps, and the reuse of heritage buildings
through new, inbuilt elements.
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